29th MID-YEAR MEETING of the INDIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Infosys Leadership Institute, Mysuru
29–30 June 2018

SYMPOSIA • Remembering Francis Crick: A multifaceted visionary scientist
• Blockchains and cryptocurrency

SPECIAL LECTURES • Research, relevance and public good
• Thinking long-term in ecology: Insights from 3-decades of monitoring a tropical forest in Mudumalai

PUBLIC LECTURE • Politics and violence: Ancient debates on a perennial problem

ALLIED EVENTS • SEP symposium for teachers • tAcT outreach programme for school students • Cultural evening: Yakshagana – Abhimanyu Kaalaga • INYAS symposium: Living in a changing environment

Details: http://www.ias.ac.in/MYM2018/
Enquiries: execsec@ias.ac.in